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Goals of Case Law Update

1. Focus on recent cases that actually impact how land professionals make 
decisions on the job, draft instruments, and conduct business.

2. Drill down on 6-8 relevant cases instead of skimming 20 cases.

3. Boil down cases to the most essential facts and most relevant holdings for 
clearest communication of legal principles.

4. Focus on clean legal questions. Avoid fact-intensive cases in which 
outcomes hang on jury findings and “ambiguous” contract cases.

5. Focus on substantive oil and gas law. Avoid “lawyer” issues, like procedure, 
proper pleadings, fact finding, damage models, and fee recovery.
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Yowell v. Granite Operating
2020 Tex. Lexis 425 (Tex. 2020)

Facts:
• Assignment of overriding royalty in original lease contained anti-washout 

clause that applied the override to any “extension, renewal, or new lease or 
leases” without time limitation.

• Lessee settled a lease termination dispute with mineral owners by releasing 
bottom lease and buying top lease.

• Successor Lessee stopped paying overriding royalty when top lease took 
effect, alleging that anti-washout clause violates the Rule Against 
Perpetuities (RAP). Override owners sued.

• RAP: An interest in land is not valid unless it must vest, if at all, within 21 
years after the death of a life in being at the time of conveyance. 

Issue(s):
• Is anti-washout clause void for violation of RAP?
• Can anti-washout clause be saved under “cy pres” reformation statute?
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Yowell v. Granite Operating
2020 Tex. Lexis 425 (Tex. 2020)

Holdings:
• Yes. Generally, an interest that is contingent on expiration of an existing 

lease violates RAP, like the top lease in Peveto v. Starkey. The original 
lease might never terminate and a new lease might never have been taken, 
so the clause creates a contingent future interest that might never exist, 
much less vest.

• Yes. Texas Property Code§5.043 requires reformation of “inter vivos” 
instruments that violate RAP. Corporate parties do not disqualify instrument. 
Nothing in statute limits application to wills and trusts, so applies to 
commercial instruments like oil and gas leases.

Significance:
• Add RAP-savings language to your anti-washout clause. If not, it is not void, 

but reformation litigation is expensive. Extremely few “cy pres” cases in U.S. 
makes outcome unpredictable.
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Piranha Partners v. Neuhoff
596 S.W.3d 740 (Tex. 2020)

Facts:
• Overriding royalty deed: ARTI in “properties described” in Exhibit, “insofar 

and only insofar as set out" in Exhibit, which “shall include any” overrides on 
described property.

• Exhibit:

Issue(s):
• Did deed convey override in wellbore only, quarter-section only, or entire 

640-acre lease?
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Piranha Partners v. Neuhoff
596 S.W.3d 740 (Tex. 2020)

Holding(s):
• Entire lease. Exhibit by itself is ambiguous, but other deed provisions clarify. 

Reference to well and quarter-section are descriptive, not limiting. 
• Deed conveyed contracts affecting “the leases,” not a portion thereof. 

Proportionate reduction clause shows intent to convey interest in entire 
lease, not a portion thereof. 

• Documents from auction process inadmissible because extrinsic evidence 
can’t be used to contradict terms of unambiguous instrument, and 
documents disclaim accuracy of descriptions.

• Court also rejected rules of contract construction as inapplicable to facts, 
not as inappropriate for construing unambiguous instrument.

Significance:
• Use clear limiting language in legal descriptions: “limited to NW/4.”
• Still unclear if rules of construction appropriate for unambiguous contract.
• Dissent: “NW/4” and “insofar” language are meaningless unless they are a 

limitation on the grant.
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Chalker Energy Partners v. Le Norman Operating
595 S.W.3d 668 (Tex. 2020)

Facts:
• Buyer signs Seller’s confidentiality agreement in E&P asset bid with “no 

obligation” clause: No agreement “unless and until a definitive agreement 
has been executed and delivered” and no legal obligation “by virtue of this 
or any written or oral expression.” DA “does not include” an LoI or 
“preliminary” written agreement or offer.

• Buyer submits high bid and trades PSA redlines with Seller. Negotiations 
stall and Buyer emails Seller with final proposal. Seller emails Buyer 
accepting Buyer’s terms, “subject to a mutually agreeable PSA.”

• Seller signs PSA with another bidder who came back with better price.
• Buyer sues Seller for breach of contract.

Issue(s):
• Did the email exchange form a binding contract for sale?
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Chalker Energy Partners v. Le Norman Operating
595 S.W.3d 668 (Tex. 2020)

Holding(s):
• No. Execution of DA was condition precedent to contract formation, per CA 

terms. Email exchange was a preliminary writing, not a DA, also per CA 
terms. Both parties’ emails also conditioned acceptance on execution of 
PSA, which parties were already negotiating.

• Buyer’s proposal contained asset description, price, and closing date, but 
no meeting of the minds because Buyer’s other key deal points required 
further negotiation, like escrow, non-compete, and JOA.

• Sellers did not waive DA requirement by negotiating with Buyer outside of 
formal bidding procedures via email. Just a continuation of existing 
negotiations and CA remains in effect for 1 year regardless of whether sale 
ever takes place. 

Significance:
• “No obligation” clause in CA and reply email did its job. Don’t neglect it in 

your CAs, LoIs, and even emails.
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ConocoPhillips v. Ramirez
599 S.W.3d 296 (Tex. 2020)

Facts:
• Brother and Sister were jointly devised all of surface estate of “Las Piedras 

Pasture.” They partitioned, giving Sister 100% surface in “Las Piedras 
Ranch.” Both also owned minerals, which were excepted from partition.

• In her Will, Sister devised “Ranch ‘Las Piedras’” to her Son for life, with 
remainder to the Son’s children. She left her residuary estate to her 3 
children equally, including Son. 

• The Son executed an oil and gas lease on the Ranch without joinder of his 
children. The Son died and his children sued the lessee for waste, claiming 
Sister’s entire mineral estate as contingent remaindermen following Son’s 
life estate.

Issue(s):
• Did the Will devise just the surface estate to the Son in “Ranch ‘Las 

Piedras’” life estate, or minerals too?
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ConocoPhillips v. Ramirez
599 S.W.3d 296 (Tex. 2020)

Holding(s):
• Surface estate only. Capitalization of and quotation marks around “Ranch 

‘Las Piedras’” shows “the term has a specific meaning” to the family. 
Evidence showed it referred to the surface estate only in the Las Piedras 
Ranch, as described in the earlier surface partition. 

• A conveyance of land normally includes all of grantor’s mineral and royalty 
interests, unless specifically reserved or excepted. Same for testamentary 
gifts. Here, the proper noun acted as a surface-only limitation.

• Son’s life estate was in surface only and minerals passed under residuary 
clause to Sister’s 3 children equally.

Significance:
• Land described using proper nouns, with capital letters, and/or in quotation 

marks may have specialized meaning in separate instrument.
• Opinion does not say that Sister’s Will expressly referenced prior partition 

agreement, though it appears in chain of title.
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Jones Energy v. Pima Oil & Gas
601 S.W.3d 400 Tex. App.—Amarillo 2020, no pet.)

Facts:
• Lessee and Assignee entered agreement for Assignee to provide geological 

services in exchange for overriding royalty on producing property.
• Agreement: Override is “exclusive of producing zone(s) in the wellbore(s) of 

the then-existing wells.”
• Assignment: Override covers entire tract and “shall extend to” existing wells, 

“save and except the intervals of the formation(s) open to production in, and 
only in, the wellbore” of existing wells. Assignment “subject to” Agreement.

• Lessee drilled a new well to an interval already being produced by an 
existing well and did not pay Assignee’s override on new well.

Issue(s):
• Which instrument controls: Agreement (override excludes all then-producing 

intervals) or Assignment (override includes existing wells, except production 
from then-producing intervals)? 
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Jones Energy v. Pima Oil & Gas
601 S.W.3d 400 (Tex. App.—Amarillo 2020, no pet.)

Holding(s):
• Agreement controls. Override excludes producing intervals in new wells, not 

just in existing wells. 
• “Subject to” clause in Assignment fully subordinated it to Agreement.
• Grammatically, “producing zone(s)” is the object of exclusion in the 

Agreement; “in the wellbore(s)” is just a modifier that identifies the zones.

Significance:
• Caution: Other Texas cases say Assignment controls due to Merger 

Doctrine and “subject to” clause is not enough to defeat it.
• Carefully review your assignments to confirm both parties are getting what 

they bargained for.
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Samson Exploration v. Moak
2020 Tex. App. Lexis 443 (Tex. App.—Beaumont 2020, no pet.)

Facts:
• Operator took leases on mortgaged lots, pooled them into producing unit, 

did not get subordinations from banks. Mortgages were foreclosed, 
terminating leases. Investor bought some lots and took leases on others.

• Lots were not drillsite tracts. Investor was not party to terminated leases, 
mortgages, unit designation, or JOA. 

• Investor claimed his lots still participated in pooled unit because, under 
Wagner & Brown v. Sheppard, the terminated leases authorized pooling of 
“lands,” not just the lease itself, and demanded accounting of share of 
revenue from Operator.

Issue(s):
• Did lots continue participating in pooled unit after pooled leases thereof 

terminated due to foreclosure of prior mortgage?
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Samson Exploration v. Moak
2020 Tex. App. Lexis 443 (Tex. App.—Beaumont 2020, no pet.)

Holding(s):
• No. Even if terminated leases authorized pooling of lands, and unit 

designation actually pooled lands, foreclosure sale extinguished pooling 
authority back to the date of mortgage. 

• When property is bought by foreclosure sale, purchaser gets property in its  
state prior to mortgage under per Relation Back Doctrine. Property is 
stripped of all subsequent deeds, liens, leases, etc.

• Operator owed Investor nothing because his lots fell out of unit and he was 
not party to JOA. Lots were non-drillsite, so no actual production that would 
require accounting to Investor as non-participating mineral cotenant. 
Investor could not unilaterally revive terminated leases or participate in 
Operator’s production.

Significance:
• Operators have no duty to include non-drillsite mineral owners within unit 

boundaries in pooled production, absent contractual relationship.
• Mortgages are now automatically subordinated per Prop. Code 66.001(b). 
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Cimarex Energy v. Anadarko Petroleum
574 S.W.3d 73 (Tex. App.—El Paso 2019, pet. denied)

Facts:
• Anadarko and Cimarex own separate leases in same tract. No JOA. 

Anadarko, majority owner, drilled wells and didn’t let Cimarex participate. 
• Habendum in Cimarex lease: Lease continues “as long thereafter as oil or 

gas is produced” from leased land.
• Royalty clause in Cimarex lease: Owed on oil and gas “produced” from land
• During primary term, Anadarko wells pay out, Cimarex is put in pay, and 

Cimarex’s lessor accepts royalty.
• Lessor and Anadarko, as top lessee, claim Cimarex lease terminated for 

failure to drill or produce before end of primary term.

Issue(s):
• Can Cimarex rely on Anadarko’s producing wells to extend its own lease?
• Is Anadarko estopped by lessor’s acceptance of royalties?
• Does Cimarex owe royalty on production on Anadarko’s wells?
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Cimarex Energy v. Anadarko Petroleum
574 S.W.3d 73 (Tex. App.—El Paso 2019, pet. denied)

Holding(s):
• No. Despite passive voice in habendum, Cimarex must either conduct its 

own operations to perpetuate its lease or participate in another owner’s well. 
Court relied on other lease clauses the require direct action by Cimarex and 
showing overall purpose of lease is to drill wells. 

• No. Royalty obligation not conditioned on participation and no royalty 
accepted in secondary term. 

• Yes. Parties can create different obligations for habendum and royalty. 

Significance:
• Bad case for non-op lease owners, who often can’t economically their own 

well and often denied request to participate in majority owner’s wells. 
• Inequitable result? Wells had paid out before end of primary term, so 

Cimarex had effectively paid its share of costs via Anadarko recoupment.
• Criticism: Habendum and royalty clause used same passive “produced” 

language, but construed differently.
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Extra Reading

• Endeavor v. Energen, 2020 Tex. Lexis 1155 (Tex. 2020) (construction of 
ambiguous time-banking clause in continuous development program).

• Copano Energy v. Bujnoch, 593 S.W.3d 721 (Tex. 2020) (no sale agreement 
formed by email offer that did not refer to prior email with essential terms).

• Energy Transfer Partners v. Enterprise Products Partners, 593 S.W.3d 732 
(Tex. 2020) (effective use of conditions precedent to partnership formation).

• Great Western Drilling v. Pathfinder Oil & Gas, 2020 Tex. App. Lex 595 (Tex. 
App.—Eastland 2019) (participation offer not conditioned on signing JOA).

• Wheeler v. San Miguel Elec. Coop., 2020 Tex. App. Lexis 4847 (Tex. App.—
San Antonio 2020) (lignite lease held valid and senior to pipeline easement).
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Extra Reading

• Hlavinka v. HSC Pipeline, 2020 Tex. App. Lexis 5095 (Tex. App.—Ft. Worth 
2020) (condemnor not common carrier because pipeline not for public use).

• Jatex Oil & Gas v. Nadel & Gussman, 2020 Tex. App. Lexis 6689 (Tex. 
App.—Eastland 2020) (exercise of collateral assignment in deed of trust).

• WTX Fund v. Brown, 595 S.W.3d 285 (Tex. App.—El Paso 2020) (deed 
construed to reserve entire royalty estate as floating NPRI).

• Devon Energy v. Sheppard, 2020 Tex. App. Lexis 8378 (Tex. App.—Corpus 
Christi 2020) (royalty valued at wellhead bears post-production costs).

• BlueStone v. Nettye Engler, 2020 Tex. App. Lexis 5095 (Tex. App.—Ft. 
Worth 2020) (post-production costs deductible in price index sale).
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